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T
he Goods and Services Tax Council has inalised

the rates at which tax will be levied for almost all

products and services under the tax regime, just

four weeks before the July 1 deadline for rollout. The de-

cisions amount to a balancing act between competing

demands. The Council has set the tax rate on gold, sil-

ver, diamonds and other jewellery at 3%, while uncut

diamonds will attract a ‘notional’ duty of 0.25%; a credit

can be claimed for exports of such diamonds after they

are polished and cut in India’s gem clusters. Footwear

and readymade textiles will have diferential tax slabs

based on sale price (with a concessional 5% for foot-

wear below ₹500 and clothes below ₹1,000). But oddly,

no such distinction has been made for mass consump-

tion items such as glucose biscuits. Textiles, leather,

diamonds and food processing already are, or have the

potential to be, India’s biggest employment engines,

and repercussions of tax structure anomalies can be felt

hard and fast in a competitive global market. Though

the low rates on gold and diamond can dampen smug-

gling opportunities, they introduce two more rates to

an already complex GST structure of ive rate slabs plus

a variable cess on ‘sin’ goods. Taken together, with the

exemptions for critical sectors such as real estate, elec-

tricity, petroleum and alcohol, GST in its current form is

far from the ‘One Nation, One Tax’ it purports to be.

Not surprisingly, fresh demands for diferential tax

treatment have begun already, including for bidis.

States and sections of industry want a review of rates i-

nalised earlier for products ranging from biogas, fertil-

izers and tractors to agarbathis, human hair and

cashew. Actor Kamal Haasan has threatened to quit

cinema as it has been included in the 28% ‘sin’ category,

and States have backed the demand that regional

cinema be treated diferently. The Council is slated to

meet again on June 11 to discuss these demands while

taking a call on a few pending items such as lotteries,

and inalise rules pertaining to accounting and e-way

bills (to be generated to transport goods). An assurance

of input credit on existing stocks with dealers and sim-

pler rules for iling returns should help industry gear up

for the transition. But in the absence of inal accounting

rules or clarity on the anti-proiteering framework,

there is concern whether all the loose ends can be tied

up this month. The government is sticking to the July 1

deadline despite reservations about the readiness of

the administration and the GST Network that would

have to manage billions of invoices. The Council must

take a realistic and honest stock of ground realities at its

next meeting. A sub-optimal GST design can be correc-

ted over time, but a hasty beginning could prove costly. 

GST countdown
There is still no clarity whether the loose ends

can be tied up in time for the July 1 deadline

P
rime Minister Narendra Modi’s visit to Germany,

Spain, Russia and France brings into sharp focus

the shared dilemma India and Europe face with

America’s shifting policies, and the resultant lux on the

world stage. Mr. Modi’s irst stop in Germany came a

day after Chancellor Angela Merkel’s strong comments

aimed at President Donald Trump, that Europe could

no longer ‘depend’ on traditional partners. Europe’s

disappointment with Mr. Trump at the G-7 and NATO

summits was three-fold: his refusal to reairm NATO’s

Article 5 on ‘collective defence’; his warning on the

trade deicit with Europe; and his expected decision to

pull America out of commitments in the Paris Agree-

ment on climate change. For the past few months India

has faced a similar disappointment as the U.S. has

forged closer ties with China, indicating what Mr. Modi

called a loosening of the world order, while the U.S. has

targeted Indian professionals and businesses to protect

American jobs. Another blow came from Mr. Trump’s

comments on the Paris Accord when he blamed India

and China for what he called an unfair deal. Mr. Modi’s

meetings with Ms. Merkel and subsequently Spanish

Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy and French President

Emmanuel Macron saw those issues raised one way or

another, as they tried to explore new ways to cooperate

on multilateral issues, including terror, trade and cli-

mate change. In particular, Mr. Modi’s assurance in Ber-

lin that the suspended India-EU free trade talks for the

Broadbased Trade and Investment Agreement would

resume soon has raised the hope that progress will be

made before the EU-India summit in Delhi this year.

However, while the EU and India have a clear conver-

gence in many areas, a dependable alliance can only

come from a concurrent worldview. It cannot be ig-

nored, for example, that Chinese Premier Li Keqiang’s

visit to Berlin and Brussels, also last week, saw the EU

repose much more faith in Beijing than New Delhi

would be comfortable with, given the current Sino-In-

dian tensions. European leaders praised President Xi

Jinping’s leadership on connectivity and climate

change. Europe perceives its single largest threat to be

from Moscow, not Beijing. Mr. Modi’s attendance at the

St. Petersburg International Economic Forum to unveil

a new India-Russia vision statement for the 21st century

along with President Vladimir Putin could cause similar

discomfort in European capitals. This divergent world-

view may be further highlighted this week as Mr. Modi

travels to Kazakhstan to formalise India’s membership

of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation, seen as a

counter-NATO coalition of Russia, China and Central

Asian states. Standing at a crossroads few had expected

at this stage, India will have to consider its options care-

fully as it decides which coalitions to forge as the U.S.

overturns traditional ties in favour of transactionalism.

The Centre must undertake a full review of India’s pri-

orities and interests before Mr. Modi heads to Washing-

ton for a meeting with Mr. Trump at the end of June.

European variation
With global politics in a lux, India must make

a careful choice of coalitions it forges

A
s the Bharatiya Janata Party
reportedly prepares for
“Modifests” to celebrate the

completion of three years in power
the citizen would be interested in
knowing how their government
has performed in respect of the
economy. This because in his elec-
tion campaign in 2014 Narendra
Modi had chosen to highlight his
ability to turn the economy for the
better, notably to raise its growth
rate. Once he became Prime Minis-
ter, he quickly presented his idea of
how this could be done. Manufac-
turing was to be the key and “Make
in India” the government’s pro-
gramme to actualise it. Pressing
ahead to produce in India can
hardly be faulted as an objective,
for in a market economy income
generation depends upon making
something. As for the focus on
manufacturing, its relevance can-
not be exaggerated. Indian agricul-
ture is overcrowded. With shrink-
ing farm size, the returns to this
activity is set to shrink and only
manufacturing can absorb the la-
bour that will have to be trans-
ferred out of agriculture. Also man-
ufactures are often easier to export
than the services that India special-
ises in. So, “Make in India” is emin-
ently sensible of itself. But how suc-
cessful has this initiative been? 

A slow starter?
Turning to the evidence, we would
ind that far from taking Indian
manufacturing to new heights, the
performance since 2014 does not
match what has been achieved in
the last boom in India, which was
obtained during 2003-08. During
this period, for the irst time in dec-
ades, manufacturing had led the

growth acceleration in the eco-
nomy. In most of these years, an-
nual growth of manufacturing had
exceeded 10%, which has not been
matched since. Interestingly, the
performance of this sector in the
last three years is not superior even
to that at the tail end of United Pro-
gressive Alliance (UPA) II. Clearly,
“Make in India” is yet to fulil its
promise. 

Now, could it be that the pro-
gramme has actually had a favour-
able impact but the fruits are yet to
appear? This is possible, and
would be the case if the pro-
gramme has led to a surge in invest-
ment. But there is no evidence of
this either. If we take a wider meas-
ure of investment — that for the
economy as a whole — we see that
capital formation as a share of total
output has declined even more
sharply since 2014 than it had been
since the decline began in 2011.
Private investment, seen as the
bellwether of an economy, has not
been forthcoming despite this gov-
ernment’s business-friendly ori-
entation. As the decline in invest-
ment had commenced in 2011, the
development itself cannot be laid
at the present government’s door
but it is unambiguously the case
that it has not been able to reverse
it. Part of the reason has to do with

the fact that the focus of “Make in
India”, such as the ease of doing
business, has mostly been on the
supply side. But there is demand to
reckon with. Firms invest in anti-
cipation of demand, and when
they perceive slow growth of de-
mand, they are likely to hold back. 

Explaining slow growth
It is clear that some part of the slow
growth of demand in India is bey-
ond the grasp of government due
to the weather cycle. Two of the
past three years have been years of
very poor agricultural GDP
growth, with the igure actually
negative in 2014-15. But agricul-
ture’s performance cuts both ways,
serving also as windfall when it
turns out to be buoyant. Thus, for
2016-17 the Central Statistics Of-
ice’s advance estimates indicate a
more than three-fold increase in
agricultural growth while industry
and services register a reduction in
theirs. Had agricultural growth not
risen so dramatically, growth in
2016-17 would have slowed even
more than it actually did. The gov-
ernment just got lucky.

Whatever may have been the de-
mand-constraining impact of slow
agricultural growth in the irst two
years of this government’s tenure,
the independent role of its macroe-

conomic policy is evident. At a
time of declining private invest-
ment the prudent thing for a gov-
ernment to do is to raise public in-
vestment. This has not happened
on anything like the scale neces-
sary. Indeed, with regard to iscal
policy, the government had been
guided by iscal consolidation
deined in terms of deicit reduc-
tion. Admittedly, in this the Na-
tional Democratic Alliance-II has
only taken forward a programme
initiated by UPA-I. But the slowing
of capital formation was not a fea-
ture then, and economic policy is
meant to respond to a changing en-
vironment. In 2016-17, gross ixed
capital formation in the economy
turned negative. This worrying de-
velopment requires addressing.
But having tied itself down to a dog-
matic policy stance, the govern-
ment can do little. The
centrepieces of this policy package
are iscal consolidation and inla-
tion targeting. This combination
leaves no room to address con-
cerns of growth. The government’s
response to suggestions that it re-
spond to the situation is that it will
not sidetrack iscal consolidation.
Actually, no one is asking it to! It is
possible to adhere to iscal deicit
targets while expanding public
capital. You do this by switching ex-
penditure from consumption to in-
vestment. 

Impact of demonetisation 
All this is from a macroeconomic
point of view. To be fair to the gov-
ernment, we must acknowledge its
other programmes. Admittedly
there are several but it is demonet-
isation that it thinks of as its
showpiece. Claims made have
been the ending of corruption and
tax evasion. So far we can only be
certain that there was an immedi-
ate slowing of growth in the formal
sector of the economy after
November as relected in the Index
of Industrial Production. It is too
early to establish what the impact
will be on tax revenues but it is dif-

icult to imagine that demonetisa-
tion will achieve more for revenues
than the Goods and Services Tax.
Interestingly, in his book The Curse
of Cash, the guru of the “less cash”
movement, Kenneth Rogof,
presents data that show countries
with a relatively high cash-to-GDP
ratio, such as Japan and Switzer-
land, having smaller underground
economies than some such as the
Scandinavian ones recording “far
far” less cash. It may be noted that
in Japan the said ratio is 50% higher
than in India. No one thinks of Ja-
pan as backward. So, with demon-
etisation, has the government
caused output loss without clear
gains elsewhere in the economy?
And if the argument was that large
denomination notes abet corrup-
tion, it is diicult to comprehend
the replacement of the ₹1,000 cur-
rency note with a ₹2,000 note,
with its inconvenience. It is clear
from this that politicians and eco-
nomists do not employ daily-wage
earners.

Prime Minister Modi is not a
man for the understatement. He
had come promising a transforma-
tion of the economy. Three years
later the standard indicators show
no sign of his government bucking
the trend. It may be seen in the
latest “Economic Survey” that
growth had began to rise and inla-
tion fall before 2014. Since then the
growth acceleration has tapered
of, with the year just ended actu-
ally recording a slowdown. Finally,
in what must come as an embar-
rassment of sorts considering the
slogan of “minimum government”,
among the most prominent drivers
of growth in the past three years
has been a record growth of gov-
ernment consumption expendit-
ure. The stock market, however,
exults! Apparently the punter
holds something close to his chest.

Pulapre Balakrishnan is Professor of
Economics of Ashoka University, Sonipat
and Senior Fellow of IIM Kozhikode

The economy in the time of Narendra Modi
Three years since 2014, standard indicators show little sign of an economic transformation

pulapre balakrishnan
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ndia’s economic growth estim-
ates lately seemed out of sync
with the dampened feel-good

sentiment in the economy. The
GDP was growing at a world-beat-
ing rate, the stock market was
booming, but little on the ground
suggested that people were feeling
better of. Consumption and in-
vestment behaviours suggested
probably not. So when in February
this year, the state statistical appar-
atus estimated that the impact on
the economy of demonetisation
was muted, doubts were cast on its
credibility.

Dissonance between the statist-
ics and ground reports consider-
ably reduced in the latest released
batch of data into which the up-
dated Index of Industrial Produc-
tion was plugged in. 

The GDP data for the iscal year
2016-17 present a sharp picture of
the state of the economy. GDP
growth has slowed for the irst time
in ive years, in 2016-17, to 7.1%. The
economic recovery that was gath-
ering pace year after year abruptly

lost speed last year. Corrective ac-
tion should help the economy re-
gain the lost momentum.
Quarterly estimates show that de-
monetisation certainly hurt the
economy, but growth impulses
had started weakening six months
earlier. A thorough understanding
of the slowdown’s causes will be
crucial to the choice of policy tools.

Demonetisation’s disruption
Demonetisation’s damage is dis-
cernible in the last two quarters of
2016-17. It is more pronounced in
the later one, when from January
to March this year, coinciding with
the peak cash crunch, gross value
added (GVA) grew at its slowest
pace in at least eight quarters. The
loss of momentum is considerable.
Growth slumped to 5.6%. Just four
quarters earlier it was a robust
8.7%.

Construction and manufactur-
ing, crucial sources of jobs, have
been most severely afected. The
GVA growth received a boost from
agriculture that beneited from last
year’s good rains and Government
spending, largely immune to de-
monetisation. The growth in the
rest of the economy, minus this
contribution, was barely 3.8%. In
the same quarter a year ago, this
was 10.7%.

Given the extent of the disrup-
tion, a sharp, sustained reversal in

GVA growth looks diicult. Projec-
tions of a quick bounce back seem
optimistic. At the time demonetisa-
tion was announced, GVA growth
had been on a downward slope. It
had decelerated in the two quar-
ters preceding demonetisation.
The shock dragged it further in the
next two quarters. From the peak
of 8.7% in the January-March 2016
quarter, it lost momentum consist-
ently, decelerating for four straight
quarters.

Risks to the recovery
In the boom years during the
United Progressive Alliance gov-
ernment’s tenure, four engines
had powered the economy. Of
those, just two were still running
before demonetisation: govern-
ment investments and private con-
sumption. The other two, exports

and private investments, were, and
remain, out of steam. Demonetisa-
tion briely killed the third, private
consumption. As the cash crunch
eases, consumption will probably
revive. But the risk to the recovery
is from the credit crunch that de-
monetisation worsened.

Credit growth plunged to a
multi-decade low as banks were
devoted to exchanging notes that
ceased to be legal tender. This
overburdened banks and took at-
tention away from the pressing
problem of bad loans, the impact
of which is visible in the continuing
slide in the gross ixed capital form-
ation, a measure for investments.
Decreasing for the ifth straight
year, the share of gross ixed cap-
ital formation in GDP shrunk to
27.1% last year. It was 34.3% in
2011-12.

Investments, the principle en-
gine of growth, remain unrespons-
ive to macroeconomic stimulus.
The government stepped up its
public investments, even deferring
iscal deicit targets, but the in-
crease is more than ofset by the
fall in private investment. Liberal-
ising foreign investment policies
and improving the ease of doing
business has not pulled the eco-
nomy out of the investment
slowdown.

The message in the revised es-
timates relevant to policy decisions

is that unresolved bad loans are re-
stricting banks’ lending capacities,
which is choking investments.

Investment slowdown
The investment slowdown is
neither a recent development nor
has data captured it for the irst
time. The government has so far
played a passive role, irst by rely-
ing on banks, and now on the Re-
serve Bank of India, to tidy up the
bad loans mess. Unless addressed
on a war footing, the credit crunch
could stall the economy’s recovery.
The quicker the banking sector re-
covers its health, the speedier will
be the pullback. The stress, if unat-
tended, will limit the efectiveness
of the monetary support of lower
interest rates.

Since the economy was on a
smooth recovery path for the last
four years, the slowdown should
probably no longer be ascribed to
the policy paralysis that character-
ised the dying years of Prime Minis-
ter Manmohan Singh’s govern-
ment. The fresh bout of pain in the
economy is to a great extent a fal-
lout of decisions — both that were
taken and those that should have
been taken but were not — of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s
government.

Puja Mehra is a Delhi-based journalist

Need for corrective action
Revised estimates show that demonetisation hurt, but a deepening investment slowdown remains the challenge

puja mehra
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The U.S. walks away
By pulling out of the Paris
Accord, U.S. President
Donald Trump has not only
refused to honour the
developed world’s
obligations on climate
change but also put the
developing world in a
double jeopardy: of having
to emit large volumes of
greenhouse gases to achieve
growth, while preparing to
adapt to the destructive
efects of adverse weather
conditions, such as
droughts and loods, linked
to climate change (Editorial
– “We need Paris,” June 3). It
is unfortunate that instead
of exploring the potential
for energising international
policies and linkage
between external inance
and climate action, the
Trump administration has
taken a myopic position by
stoking unfounded fears
about the U.S. economy
losing manufacturing jobs. 
Shreyans Jain,

New Delhi

■ Mr. Trump’s callous
disregard for the

assiduously crafted climate
pact is appalling given that it
is widely regarded as the
most important UN
achievement in the recent
past. What is ironical is that
when smaller and poorer
nations are weaning
themselves away from fossil
fuels and even an
authoritarian state such as
North Korea, perceived as a
‘rogue state’, has ratiied it
and launched a nationwide
tree-planting initiative, the
world’s oldest and richest
democracy, with a historic
responsibility towards
mitigating global warming,
is irresponsibly and
regressively continuing to
depend on carbon-emitting
fossil fuels. It is a great relief
that China and countries of
the European Union have
vowed to abide by the
climate pact.
Nalini Vijayaraghavan,

Thiruvananthapuram

NIA raids
The search operations by
the National Investigation
Agency (NIA) are welcome,
though a bit belated (“On

terror funding trail, NIA
conducts raids on
separatists,” June 4). The
government should ensure
that such operations reach
their logical conclusion —
putting the brakes on terror
funding — so that militant
outits and their sponsors
can be exposed at the
international level. Such
operations, coupled with
India’s repeated assertions
of the need for a permanent
solution to bilateral issues,
augur well for a trouble-free
situation in the Valley.
V. Subramanian,

Chennai

Guha’s resignation
Ramachandra Guha’s
missive of 2,445 words has
come as a bombshell and
only shows that all is still not
well with Indian cricket.
The letter only indicates the
perpetual hold of cricket
superstars who can make or
mar any career. However,
genuine fans are concerned
about the future of young
players who depend on
domestic cricket for a living,
a concern pointed out by

Mr. Guha. His exposé of the
violation of norms and
procedures will ind
resonance as he has raised
his voice for a just cause —
ridding the game of ilth and
promoting probity. The
Committee of
Administrators has received
the mandate of the Supreme
Court and it must appear to
be a change maker. Better
opportunities for domestic
players, less politics and
more transparency are
needed. Let Mr. Guha’s
missive be the turning
point. 
Parthasarathy Sen,

New Delhi

Tribal heritage
The diverse socio-cultural
traditions of the many tribal
groups in our country, their
rituals, their synergy with
the environment, and their
unique dialects impart
strength to the social fabric
of India (“Tribal
communities in Odisha are
speaking up to save their
dialects,” June 4). Against
the backdrop of the fading
inluence and falling usage

of traditional tribal dialects,
the eforts by tribal
communities like Saura and
Oraon to revive them are
heartening. However, the
eforts need to be supported
and invigorated through
state assistance in earnest to
achieve greater progress.
Atin Sharma,

Jammu

Son rise
That the DMK’s M.K. Stalin
is blossoming into a national
leader is evident from the
manner in which he
conducted the mega meet
in Chennai to celebrate the
94th birthday of his father
and DMK patriarch, M.

Karunanidhi. Mr.
Karunanidhi has often been
one of the main architects of
political alliances at the
national level and it is worth
noting that Mr. Stalin is
trying to take a leaf out of
his father’s book, especially
at a time when the
Opposition is struggling to
counter the autocratic
moves of the NDA
government. There also
seems to be a remarkable
change in the attitude of
Rahul Gandhi towards the
DMK.
Tharcius S. Fernando,

Chennai
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In a report headlined “BJP has become biggest NPA: Cong.”
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DATA POINT

The President, Dr. Zakir Hussain, to-day [ June 4] asked the
people of Bihar to avoid the habit of mass begging and ap-
pealed to them to prepare themselves for future work, particu-
larly for the next kharif production. Famine was a natural
calamity, which would be short-lived. “We must not lose
heart, but work hard to overcome it”, he said. He told report-
ers at the Gaya aerodrome at the end of his hurried tour of
some of the famine areas of Gaya district. “It is not advisable
to make the entire population habituated to doles and relief
measures for a long time.” Dr. Hussain expressed his appreci-
ation of the relief work now in operation. He hoped more such
schemes would be organised with the co-operation of all vol-
untary organisations. 

FIFTY YEARS AGO JUNE 5, 1967

President urges Bihar to look ahead
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FROM ARCHIVES

The following Press Communique has been issued by the Mu-
nitions Board: Great difficulty is experienced by officers sent
on service to Mesopotamia in obtaining binoculars suitable for
field service and the Commander-in-Chief therefore makes an
appeal to private individuals in India who may have suitable
binoculars in their possession to give them on loan to the
Board for issue to officers who cannot otherwise obtain a pair.
The names of all persons who send in binoculars on loan will
be registered with a view to the return of their property after
the war. Persons who are willing to lend binoculars are invited
to send them to the Officer-in-Charge. Mathematical Instru-
ment Office, 15 Wood Street, Calcutta, where they will be ex-
amined with a view to their suitability and if necessary re-
paired and put into good order.

A HUNDRED YEARS AGO JUNE 5, 1917

Wanted: binoculars.

What prompts a writer to
pause after one brilliant
book? What makes him or
her escape into silence? Is
it the burden of success or
fear of failure? Then again,
if a second book is indeed
written, does it live up to
the magic of the first? 

It happened with
Harper Lee, who didn’t
write another novel after
the spectacular success of
To Kill a Mockingbird, in
1960, till Go Set a Watch-
man, which was published
55 years later. Watchman
was clearly one of the
drafts of or a prequel to
Mockingbird, masquerad-
ing now as a second novel. 

This when in one of her
last interviews in 1961 be-
fore she became a recluse,
Lee said she wanted to
chronicle “small-town,
middle class southern
life”. She gave us a peek
into what she would be
chronicling if she contin-
ued to write. Mockingbird,
which won the Pulitzer
Prize, talks about race,
class, justice, relationships
and a father’s advice to a

child: “You never really
understand a person until
you consider things from
his point of view... until
you climb into his skin and
walk around in it.”

While Lee didn’t pick
up the pen again, that is
not exactly how Arundhati
Roy spent the two decades
between her first book —
the Booker-winning The
God of Small Things — and
her second novel, The Min-
istry of Utmost Happiness.
She wrote non-fiction,
more than half a dozen,
choosing to fight on behalf
of the ‘Outsider’: the Dalit,
the Adivasi, the Muslim,
the Kashmiri, the farmer —
experiences which tell on
her second book of fiction. 

Among a host of charac-
ters, she writes the story of
Anjum, a hijra, “a living
creature that is incapable
of happiness”, always vul-
nerable and on the mar-
gins; and Tilo, a woman
fighter in Kashmir, who
will find a home in a grave-
yard — a “battered” soul
watched over by “battered
angels”. Ms. Roy concerns
herself with the living and

the dead of the entire
country across its length
and breadth, somewhere
losing her grip.

This is unlike her début,
that beautifully structured
story of Rahel-Estha and
Ammu-Velutha of the
House of Ayemenem. 

That brings us to an-
other dazzling first book
and its writer, Invisible
Man by Ralph Ellison. Pub-
lished in 1952, it met with
instant success. He contin-
ued to write, hoping to
replicate the success of his
début novel. In 1967, a fire
at home destroyed his
second manuscript. 

He rewrote it, and a
condensed version, Jun-
eteenth, published after his
death in 1999, didn’t quite
live up to the powerful
words of the first, the pro-
logue of which set the
tone: “I am an invisible
man... I am a man of sub-
stance, of flesh and bone,
fiber and liquids — and I
might even be said to pos-
sess a mind. I am invisible,
understand, simply be-
cause people refuse to see
me....”

The power of one
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Sometimes, a dazzling début is diicult to live up to
Sudipta Datta

Multiculturalism is part of the
Indian society and any attempt
to monochrome it will be self-
defeating. It was on display re-
cently in Kerala through two
opposing developments — a
‘Modifest’ and many beef-eat-
ing festivals. One represented
the illustration of a report card
for development and the other
the right to assert a personal
choice. 

Humans are an interesting
species whose history is

deined by greed in gaining and maintaining control over re-
sources and sustaining power. Cultural identity has been a
central tool in this. A cultural identity is a phenomenon which,
among other things, comprises choices by individuals and
communities that deine aspects like religion, ethnicity and
personal habits. However, these identities have also been re-
peatedly used by the power elite to serve their own interests.

Manipulation and politicisation of cultural symbols relating
to these identities has resulted in chaos and destruction. The
most glaring example relates to the debasement of the symbol
of swastika — in its uncorrupted form a metaphor for the Sun
representing time, good health, and positive energy. 

Across the world, markers of cultural identity have aided in-
dividuals and communities in comprehending their interests,
and forming a perception of themselves and that of the ‘other’.
They remain a device for empowerment and inluence as much
as they are potent seeds to generate conlict.

An organic phenomenon
While in other countries such as Canada, multiculturalism is a
recent phenomenon resulting from migration, in India it is or-
ganic and part of our DNA. Any kind of action to tamper with
the idea of diversity will only result in conlicts and resistance,
and will impede the country’s economic development, which
characterises the aspiration of all Indians today. 

Handling cultural diversity is a complex process. Seeing and
projecting the country as a unidimensional monolith may
seem to be an easy way out but will be both fruitless and coun-
terproductive, hindering our peaceful and sustainable devel-
opment. Diversity is also existent in the very idea of free mar-
kets, especially in the mental make-up of the youth of the
country whose aspirations and impatience to ‘acquire’ socio-
economic upward mobility is deined by their sense of entitle-
ment to have multiple choices in what they eat, wear and be-
lieve in. The ambition and expectations of Indians are
heightened by the multiple choices available and accessed
through information technology. 

The surge in conidence in individuals and communities in
today’s India has resulted in a reinvention of identities and
helped them express resistance to the emergent nationalism in
innovative forms. Their expressions not just make us aware of
the multicultural character of our country but also show that
attempts to monochrome its composition will be a failure.

Navina Jafa is vice-president of the Centre for New Perspectives, a think
tank on traditional knowledge skills and sustainable development

Mind the diversity
It’s inherent to our nation’s character
and deiling it will be counterproductive
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SINGLE FILE

Navina Jafa
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By glossing over the positives in the
three-year rule of the National Demo-
cratic Alliance (NDA) government led
by Prime Minister Narendra Modi,
our political adversaries, especially
the Congress party, are trying to pro-
ject a false narrative.

When the NDA took over the reins
from the Congress-led United Pro-
gressive Alliance in 2014, it had to
overcome all-round despondency
after scam-ridden UPA rule. Now,
there is an all-round, positive image
for India and the NDA leadership has
delivered on its promise of clean, re-
sponsive and transparent
governance.

A global ‘bright spot’
The economy which was almost in a
shambles, is now estimated to grow
at 7.5% this fiscal. India is being
hailed as the “bright spot” by the In-
ternational Monetary Fund and
other international bodies amid
global gloom.

The Prime Minister believes that
development would be incomplete
without the poor benefiting from
economic growth. With his stress on
“reform, perform and transform”,
people feel that he is the biggest
transformer.

The 7.5% growth projections for
this fiscal clearly indicate that eco-
nomic resilience is due to efficient
management. Fiscal prudence has
been the watchword of this govern-
ment. The golden indicators of the
economy show that fiscal deficit is
under control; the current account
deficit is down to 0.7% from 4% in
2014; inflation is at a low of 4% as
against a high of 11% in 2014; foreign
direct investment inflows have
touched $62.3 billion, and India’s for-
eign exchange reserves have touched
a new high of $379 billion for the
week ended May 19.

The introduction of the landmark
GST regime from July 1 is set to im-
prove the economy further. Another
important reform is the abolition of
the Foreign Investment Promotion
Board.

The Bankruptcy and Insolvency
Code, which helps in the quick resol-

ution of insolvency cases, is one of
the government’s biggest reforms. As
part of governance reforms, the
share of States from the divisible
pool of taxes has been increased to
42%.

The other big reform has been the
enactment of Real Estate (Regulation
and Development) Act, 2016.

On the foreign policy front, the
Prime Minister’s pro-active engage-
ment with world leaders has ensured
widespread backing for India’s claim
for UN Security Council
membership.

The Prime Minister has made it
clear that “Gaon, Garib, Kisan, Maz-
door, Mahila, Yuva” form the core of
the NDA’s people-centric policies and
schemes have been formulated for
their uplift. Agriculture has been ac-
corded highest priority and the goal
is to eventually double the income of
farmers.

Credit facility to agriculture has
been increased to a whopping ₹10
lakh crore — this will go a long way in
preventing farmers from falling prey
to usurious money lenders.

Another major pro-farmer scheme
has been the Pradhan Mantri Fasal
Bima Yojana, which covers all food
grains and all risks in the crop cycle.
With an outlay of ₹50,000 crore, the
Pradhan Mantri Krishi Sinchayee
Yojana seeks to provide water to
every field (Har Khet ko Pani) in five
years. The highest ever expenditure
of ₹51,902 crore was made in 2016-17
under the Mahatma Gandhi National
Rural Employment Guarantee Act
(MGNREGA).

There is also the Blue Revolution
to ensure economic prosperity for
fishermen and nutritional security
where integrated development and

management of fisheries, with an
outlay of ₹3,000 crore, has been en-
visaged for five years.

The NDA government had to re-
work tax agreements with some
countries. The series of measures to
unearth black money include consti-
tuting a Special Investigation Team to
announcing the successful Income
Declaration Scheme (IDS). With the
Benami Transactions (Prohibition)
Act, the government has blocked a
key route to generate and hold black
money.

Finally, the game-changing inval-
idation of ₹500 and ₹1,000 notes has
dealt a major blow to the twin men-
aces of black money and corruption,
which became all too pervasive dur-
ing the UPA regime.

The entire amount of black money
has come into the banking system
through demonetisation and every
rupee is being verified whether it is
black or white. Post-demonetisation,
91 lakh people have been added to
the income tax net. There has also
been unprecedented growth in di-
gital payments.

This government has ushered in
an infectious sense of honesty, ac-
countability and transparency in the
bureaucracy. The biggest example of
this is the transparent auctioning of
coal blocks and spectrum. Auction-
ing of 82 blocks over the life of the
lease period would net ₹3.94 lakh
crore. Compare this with the astro-
nomical loss of ₹1,86,000 crore in
the coal blocks allocations, as the
Comptroller and Auditor General
computed it, under the UPA
dispensation.

There has also been decisiveness
in resolving the four-decade old One
Rank One Pension for ex-servicemen

and the long-pending Land Bound-
ary Agreement with Bangladesh.

I move back to welfare for the
needy. Under Jan Dhan Yojana, a re-
cord 28.52 crore bank accounts were
opened. Another 13 crore people
have availed social security cover at
nominal rates under Jan Suraksha.
Capital of ₹3.17 lakh crore as collat-
eral-free loans has been provided to
7.45 crore small entrepreneurs under
the Micro Units Development & Re-
finance Agency Ltd (MUDRA)
scheme.

Other pro-poor initiatives include
Atal Pension Yojana, Pradhan Mantri
Suraksha Bima Yojana and Jan Surak-
sha Yojana benefiting 16 crore
people.

After the Prime Minister’s appeal,
about 1.2 people have surrendered
their LPG subsidy, which is being
given to the poor under Ujjwala
Yojana.

As many as 224 schemes have
been brought under the Direct Bene-
fit Transfer platform and over ₹1.92
lakh crore transferred to 32 crore be-
neficiaries, resulting in a saving of
₹49,560 crore. Rural development,
infrastructure and housing have
been given a huge thrust through
‘Housing for All’; rural electrification
(about 13,432 of 18,456 un-electrified
villages have been electrified) and
rural connectivity (1.20 lakh km of
rural roads constructed in last three
years) are others.

Several schemes to empower wo-
men have been successfully imple-
mented which include Beti Bachao,
Beti Padhao (BBBP), Sukanya Sam-
riddhi Yojana (over one crore ac-
counts opened), Maternity Benefit
(Amendment) Act ( increasing mater-
nity leave to 26 weeks) and Pradhan
Mantri Surakshit Matritva Abhiyan
(safe pregnancy). After BBBP, there
has been a remarkable improvement
in the child sex ratio in Haryana —
950 girls to 1,000 boys.

Another important reform-driven
outcome has been the cancellation of
23 million fake ration cards following
Aadhar-linked public distribution in
the States. With the mass movement
of Swachh Bharat, 40 million toilets
have been built and 1,94,000 villages
have become open defecation free.

The NDA Government can defin-
itely look back with satisfaction on its
three-year rule.

M. Venkaiah Naidu is Union Minister for
Urban Development and Information &
Broadcasting

India now has a positive image and the NDA is delivering on its promise of clean, responsive governance 

Accounting for three good years 

M. Venkaiah Naidu
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There were two interesting reports in The
Hindu last week that once again emphasised
the need for an enabling environment for the
news media to hold those in power to ac-
count. One was an in-depth investigative re-
port in the Ground Zero section. “The
Sasikala web: how a maze of shell companies
link up to her, her family and friends” (May
27, 2017) looked at how late Chief Minister J.
Jayalalithaa’s close friend and aide, Sasikala,
and her family amassed wealth during the
AIADMK rule.

A silent move
The other was a scoop, “Confiscation of
properties begins in disproportionate assets
case against Jayalalithaa, 3 others” (May 30,
2017), that looked at how the government, in
order to comply with the Supreme Court’s
order that upheld the trial court’s verdict,
was initiating the process in a silent manner.
The ruling faction of the AIADMK is forced to
do in a silent, discreet and sly manner some-
thing it is bound to do anyway. This is be-
cause its legally and morally correct action is
in effect an indictment of the party and its
former Chief Minister. Any transparent initi-
ative in this matter would further undermine
the rudderless party. 

The first story should have happened long
before Jayalalithaa’s death. A variant of this
should have been the lead investigative re-
port during her first term as Chief Minister
between 1991 and 1996. There should have
been a follow-up series during the sub-
sequent terms when she was in power —
2001-2006, 2011-2016, and May 2016 to
December 2016. But, the story is out only
now. This posthumous revelation is a pointer
to understand how the media works, what
the basic requirements are for its independ-
ent functioning, and what happens if a ruling
dispensation can create a chilling atmo-
sphere that muzzles the press. 

Today, the AIADMK is the third largest
party in India in terms of Electoral College,
which is computed on the basis of its
strength in the Parliament and in the Legis-
lative Assembly. The numbers, which once
gave the party an enormous power, are not

giving it any special comfort now. It is paying
a huge price for its years of centralising tend-
encies, which did not permit a credible
second-line leadership, coupled with a maze
of moves to silence critics through defama-
tion cases, physical threats and the use of le-
gislative privileges which are not codified. 

Excess by the state machinery because the
numbers are stacked in favour of the ruling
dispensation is not new. Indira Gandhi pur-
sued this path in the mid-1970s, Rajiv Gandhi
was no different in the mid-1980s, and one
can produce a list that illustrates the brazen-
ness of various State governments at least
from the late 1970s that cast a shadow on
democratic practices. 

Those in power have to realise that their
authority is not eternal and an enabling en-
vironment for the media to do its mandated
work not only benefits the people but also
helps them.

When there is no fear of the state’s dra-
conian intervention, journalists tend to bring
out the mistakes at a very early stage. It is im-
portant for political parties to realise that a
well-documented investigative report offers
them a protective cover to effect a course
correction and to minimise damage to their
own reputation.

Defamation threats
One of the questions I have faced is: why
should the media succumb to the pressure
from the government? It is extremely ro-
mantic to imagine every reporter to be a war-
rior. Journalists are as vulnerable as any
other human being. Physical threats or
threats to family members do send shivers
down the spine of any brave reporter. The
lower court usually issues a notice in the de-
famation cases filed by the government,
without even examining its claims and con-
tents. The onus on proving otherwise lies
with the reporter and the news media organ-
isation. The state machinery has a full-
fledged legal arm, headed by a law officer, to
handle these cases. However, for a journalist
and a news media organisation, this process
is extremely time consuming, expensive and
a drain on the meagre resources. 

It is important for those in power to inter-
nalise the 448th couplet of Thirukkural,
which in Gopalkrishna Gandhi’s translation
reads: “The King whom no one checks, no
minister corrects/ Does not have to wait for
foes, himself he vivisects.” Silencing the me-
dia is an act of political suicide. 

readerseditor@thehindu.co.in

Silencing the media is
political suicide
Those in power should realise that an enabling environment
for the media is beneicial both to them and the people

A.S. Panneerselvan

Positive non-

intervention

Economics

The economic policy adop-
ted by Hong Kong under
the rule of John J. Cowper-
thwaite, the city’s Finan-
cial Secretary from 1961 to
1971. It involved opening
up the economy to free
market forces, not doling
out favours to business
groups, and imposing very
light regulations. The city
also adopted a conservat-
ive fiscal and monetary
policy to preserve its cur-
rency, and allowed the free
movement of capital. Posit-
ive non-intervention is
credited with reviving
Hong Kong’s economy and
aiding its transformation
from a city of poor immig-
rants, to an international
financial hub with one of
the highest standards of
living.
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Video: How India chooses

its President

http://bit.ly/Prezelection
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